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Part One

NINTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON PRECISION ENGINEERING MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

9446 02 Grating encoder for wide range three-axis displacement measurement [9446-1]
9446 03 Analysis of the rail's settlement on the measurement of the diameter of wheel-set [9446-5]
9446 04 Recovering fNIRS brain signals: physiological interference suppression with independent component analysis [9446-7]
9446 05 Design of CCD driver for quartz horizontal pendulum tiltmeter based on CPLD [9446-8]
9446 06 Design of handwriting drawing board based on common copper clad laminate [9446-10]
9446 07 Implementation of real-time displacement precision measurement technology for the sinusoidal phase-shifting laser self-mixing interferometer [9446-14]
9446 08 Correction of NIM-3A absolute gravimeter for self-attraction effect [9446-16]
9446 09 Online measurement for geometrical parameters based on 2D laser sensor [9446-17]
9446 0A Application of harmonic analysis method based on two-dimensional Fourier transform to flatness error sampling [9446-18]
9446 0B Failure analysis of energy storage spring in automobile composite brake chamber [9446-19]
9446 0D Modeling of terahertz metamaterial-sensors for simulation based on effect of resonance induction [9446-21]
9446 0E Effect of self-vibration on accuracy of free-fall absolute gravity measurement with laser interferometer [9446-23]
9446 0F Extension of light transmission distance of single core fiber with a micro axicon fixed at fiber end [9446-31]
9446 OG  Compressive sensing image fusion based on blended multi-resolution analysis [9446-34]
9446 OH  Uncertainty evaluation for field experimental standard of vehicle speed-measuring devices in actual traffic [9446-35]
9446 OI  Design of Pound-Drever-Hall laser frequency stabilization system without phase shifter [9446-36]
9446 OJ  Measurement of the spectral characteristics and color parameters of flat objects [9446-37]
9446 OK  The system of blade's shape measuring [9446-39]
9446 OL  Multipurpose optic-electronic autocollimators for measuring deformations of the axle with a millimeter wave range radiotelescope (Invited Paper) [9446-40]
9446 OM  Optic-electronic systems for measurement a position of radio-telescope components [9446-41]
9446 ON  A new suspension structure of micro/nano probe [9446-43]
9446 OO  Calibration of GPS based high accuracy speed meter for vehicles [9446-47]
9446 OP  Study on the detection of a cylindrical surface-breaking bore-hole reflector based on laser ultrasonic technology [9446-49]
9446 OQ  Measurement of size error in industrial CT system with Calotte cube [9446-50]
9446 OR  On-orbit calibration of space camera based on stellar image correspondences [9446-52]
9446 OS  Modeling and active vibration control of six-DOF manipulator through μ-synthesis with parameter uncertainties [9446-53]
9446 OT  Reflective off-axis point-diffraction interferometer based on Michelson architecture [9446-54]
9446 OU  Improved SIFT descriptor applied to stereo image matching [9446-56]
9446 OV  Phase compensation with fiber optic surface profile acquisition and reconstruction system [9446-57]
9446 OW  Establishment of theoretical model and experimental equipment for researching on carbon contamination of EUV multi-layer mirror [9446-58]
9446 OX  Common mode EMI prediction and research in induction motor for electric vehicles [9446-59]
9446 OY  Super-resolution imaging based on virtual Airy spot (Invited Paper) [9446-62]
9446 OZ  Design of the digital quartz horizontal pendulum tiltmeter based on CCD [9446-63]
9446 10  Wireless communication bandpass optical window with double-layer hexagon aperture FSS array [9446-64]
9446 11  Precision measurement of squareness of large rectangular square [9446-66]

9446 12  Design of extensible meteorological data acquisition system based on FPGA [9446-68]

9446 13  Application of coordinate transform on ball plate calibration [9446-69]

9446 14  Abnormal events detection in crowded scenes by trajectory cluster [9446-70]

9446 15  Design and implementation of embedded ion mobility spectrometry instrument based on SOPC [9446-72]

9446 16  An excitation signal source with anti-interference ability for eddy current testing [9446-73]

9446 17  A simple fiber optic humidity sensor based on water-absorption characteristic of CAB [9446-75]

9446 18  Research on cloud-based remote measurement and analysis system [9446-76]

9446 19  A new method for determining the Tikhonov regularization parameter of load identification [9446-77]

9446 1A  GNSS software receiver sampling noise and clock jitter performance and impact analysis [9446-78]

9446 1B  Conversion of infrared grey-level image into temperature field by polynomial curve fitting [9446-80]

9446 1C  Non-contact measurement of rotation angle with solo camera [9446-81]

9446 1D  Position and orientation measurement during Lunar Rover movement test [9446-82]

9446 1E  Finite element fatigue analysis of rectangular clutch spring of automatic slack adjuster [9446-83]

9446 1F  Design of transmission error signal generator system based on FPGA and ARM [9446-85]

9446 1G  High precision fabrication of antennas and sensors [9446-86]

9446 1H  Optical fiber waist-enlarged bitaper-based Michelson interferometric humidity sensor [9446-87]

9446 1I  Study on the station-moving measurement technology in the flatness measurement of large annular planes with a Laser Tracker [9446-88]

9446 1J  Small sample analysis of vision measurement error [9446-89]

9446 1K  Ultraviolet communication system based on BPSK subcarrier intensity modulation [9446-91]

9446 1L  Simulation on measurement of five-DOF motion errors of high precision spindle with cylindrical capacitive sensor [9446-92]
Low-noise front-end electronics for detection of intermediate-frequency weak light signals [9446-93]

Double-grating diffraction interferometric stylus probing system for surface profiling and roughness measurement [9446-94]

Absolute distance measurement by spectral interferometry through wavelet transform with frequency comb [9446-99]

Measurement time interval based on FPGA in NIM-3 absolute gravimeter [9446-100]

Optimization of the signal processing in frequency modulated continuous wave laser ranging system [9446-101]

Improvement spatial resolution of frequency modulated continuous wave laser ranging system by splicing equal optical frequency interval sampled signal [9446-102]

Nonlinear analysis of cylindrical capacitive sensor used for measuring high precision spindle rotation errors [9446-103]

Design of a data acquisition system of articulated arm coordinate measuring machines [9446-104]

Non-contact measurement for profile of different diameter micro/mini holes with capacitance sensor [9446-106]

Analysis of Raman spectra of GeAsSe glass using different peak-fitting method [9446-108]

A precision press-fit instrument for assembling small parts [9446-110]

Detection of arc fault based on frequency constrained independent component analysis [9446-111]

Research on the relationship between the curvature and the sensitivity of curved PVDF sensor [9446-113]

Optimal design of a touch trigger probe [9446-116]

On chip micro stress test circuit for miniature component [9446-117]

Measurement of centering error for probe of swing arm profilometer using a spectral confocal sensor [9446-121]

Front end design of smartphone-based mobile health [9446-122]

Surface profile measurement of microstructures with steep slopes by sample-tilting strategy [9446-123]

Comparison between angle interferometer and angle encoder during calibration of autocollimator [9446-125]
| 9446 25 | Signal processing for single grating displacement measurement based on 3×3 coupler [9446-128] |
| 9446 26 | A new method for generation of non-diffraction grating structured light with phase shift [9446-131] |
| 9446 27 | Measurements of locomotive wheels using one-dimensional laser displacement sensor and eddy sensors [9446-132] |
| 9446 28 | Design of transmitter and receiver for experimental blue-green laser communication system [9446-137] |
| 9446 29 | Indirect measurement of machine tool motion axis error with single laser tracker [9446-138] |
| 9446 2A | Implementation of total focusing method for phased array ultrasonic imaging on FPGA [9446-140] |
| 9446 2B | Development of a scanning touch probe with 5-axis measuring functions [9446-141] |
| 9446 2C | Study on precision spatial measurement network of EAST [9446-142] |
| 9446 2D | Theoretical study and experimental verification on calculation of bearing capacity of aerostatic restrictor system with a gas-impedance model [9446-144] |
| 9446 2E | Complex shape product tolerance and accuracy control method for virtual assembly [9446-146] |
| 9446 2F | Improved LMD algorithm based on extraction of extrema of envelope curve [9446-147] |
| 9446 2G | Design and development of measuring device for beam pointing and positional errors in multi-axes laser interferometric systems [9446-150] |
| 9446 2H | Relaxation matching algorithm for moving photogrammetry [9446-154] |
| 9446 2I | Current ways and means for reduction or elimination of periodic nonlinearity in heterodyne interferometer [9446-158] |
| 9446 2J | Simulation analysis of position error of parabolic trough concentrator mirror installation [9446-159] |
| 9446 2K | Control methods of improving tracking precision [9446-160] |
| 9446 2L | Alignment methods for partial compensating lens of aspheric testing in a non-null interferometer [9446-163] |
| 9446 2M | Multiple-grating self-correcting algorithm for processed mark measurement error [9446-164] |
| 9446 2N | A high-resolution detecting system based on machine vision for defects on large aperture and super-smooth surface (Invited Paper) [9446-167] |
Part Two

9446 2O Application of deadbeat control with constraint and non-ripple in precision rapid displacement system [9446-168]

9446 2P Vision-based on-machine measurement for CNC machine tool [9446-169]

9446 2Q Error mechanism analyses of an ultra-precision stage for high speed scan motion over a large stroke [9446-170]

9446 2R Performance analysis and experiment validation of a pneumatic vibration isolator [9446-172]

9446 2S Precisely connected and calculated algorithm of punctate scratches in the super-smooth surface defects evaluation system [9446-173]

9446 2T Laser confocal measurement system for curvature radius of lenses based on grating ruler [9446-174]

9446 2U Improving signal-to-noise ratio and reducing noise equivalent radiance of electro-optical systems sensor by binning image pixels [9446-175]

9446 2V Accuracy analysis of phase retrieval using Fourier transform method [9446-176]

9446 2W Analytical beam-width characteristics of distorted cat-eye reflected beam [9446-177]

9446 2X Multifocal axial confocal microscopic scanning with a phase-only liquid crystal spatial light modulator [9446-178]

9446 2Y The least square optimization in image mosaic [9446-179]

9446 30 Experiment study on the characteristics of two-dimensional line scale working standard [9446-181]

9446 31 Study on controllable LC-micro blazed grating beam deflector in free space [9446-185]

9446 32 The detection of wheel-flats based on fiber optic Bragg grating array [9446-186]

9446 33 Calibration of a high precision rotary table [9446-187]

9446 34 Altazimuth mount based dynamic calibration method for GNSS attitude measurement [9446-188]

9446 35 Ranging algorithm based on process measurement for low-altitude radio fuzes [9446-189]

9446 36 Development of a high accurate gear measuring machine based on laser interferometry [9446-190]

9446 37 Calibration of Industrial CT using two forest-balls [9446-191]

9446 38 Characteristics of coated long-period fiber grating based on mode transition and dual-peak resonance [9446-193]
9446 39  Static and dynamic property experiments of giant magnetostrictive material-fiber Bragg grating magnetic field sensors [9446-194]

9446 3A  Development of ultra-precision centering and leveling turntable using aerostatic bearing technology [9446-195]

9446 3B  A voice coil motor based measuring force control system for tactile scanning profiler [9446-199]

9446 3C  A vertical scanning positioning system with large range and nanometer resolution for optical profiler [9446-200]

9446 3D  Image inpainting for the differential confocal microscope [9446-201]

9446 3E  Distributed compressive sensing of light field [9446-202]

9446 3F  Experimental study on absolute measurement of spherical surfaces with shift-rotation method based on Zernike polynomials [9446-203]

9446 3G  Coarse-fine vertical scanning based optical profiler for structured surface measurement with large step height [9446-205]

9446 3H  Data communication between Panasonic PLC and PC using SerialPort control in C#.NET environment [9446-206]

9446 3I  Design and development of 80 meters laser interferometric measurement standard device [9446-207]

9446 3J  Investigation of hidden diffuse surfaces using phase-shifting endoscopic digital speckle pattern interferometry [9446-208]

9446 3K  Stitching interferometry for asphero-diffractive surface [9446-210]

9446 3L  3D reconstruction for sinusoidal motion based on different feature detection algorithms [9446-212]

9446 3M  Vibration studies of simply supported beam based on binocular stereo vision [9446-214]

9446 3N  Multifunction surface measurement system based on focusing optical stylus interference and confocal image [9446-218]

9446 3O  Anti-jamming capability of pseudorandom noise code ranging systems under narrowband interference [9446-220]

9446 3P  The propagation of manufacture uncertainty to dynamic measurement [9446-221]

9446 3Q  Theoretical analysis of harmonic suppression in multi-step error separation technique [9446-222]

9446 3R  Influence of diffraction effect on measurements of absolute gravity [9446-223]
9446 3S Analysis of pneumatic hammer in rectangular aerostatic thrust bearing with groove [9446-225]

9446 3T Implementation of primary low-g shock standard for laser interferometry [9446-226]

9446 3U Improvement of spatial resolution in confocal microscope with shifted-focus phase filter [9446-227]

9446 3V Elimination of Abbe error method of large-scale laser comparator [9446-229]

9446 3W Multimode vibration damping as a result of piezoelectric energy harvesting [9446-230]

9446 3X Study on formation and transformation of the optical nonlinearity harmonics in the heterodyne laser interferometer [9446-231]

9446 3Y Equivalent common path method in large-scale laser comparator [9446-234]

9446 3Z Beam shaping with vortex beam generated by liquid crystal spatial light modulator [9446-235]

9446 40 Refractive index of air for interferometric length measurements (Invited Paper) [9446-236]

9446 41 Effects of dynamic characters of the macro-micro fast coupling system in long stroke system [9446-237]

9446 42 Analyzing time walk error of leading trailing edge CFD of timing discrimination for Gaussian and Rayleigh distribution waveform [9446-239]

9446 43 Adjusting and positioning method with high displacement resolution for large-load worktable based on the invariable restoring force [9446-240]

9446 44 Research on measurement of lateral dimension based on digital micromirror device [9446-241]

9446 45 Development and validation of a lateral MREs isolator [9446-243]

9446 46 Effect of reflector angle on the performance of a fiber bundle distance sensor with single mode illumination [9446-244]

9446 47 High-speed measurement of nozzle swing angle of rocket engine based on monocular vision [9446-245]

9446 48 Multi-functional hinge equipped with a magneto-rheological rotary damper for solar array deployment system [9446-246]

9446 49 A method of gear defect intelligent detection based on transmission noise [9446-247]

9446 4A Working-point control technique for the homodyne interferometry in hydrophone calibration (Invited Paper) [9446-249]

9446 4B Design and implementation of an illumination device for optical inspection of defects in glass substrates [9446-250]
| 9446 4C | Discuss on traceability method of light-scattering airborne particle counter's counting performance [9446-252] |
| 9446 4D | Analysis of the effect anisotropic retards collimation turns on polarization and energy radiation parameters [9446-253] |
| 9446 4E | Calibration of rotary table by whole combination measuring method [9446-255] |
| 9446 4F | Investigating of precision measurement on ultrasonic flow [9446-256] |
| 9446 4G | Generation of stainless steel superhydrophobic surfaces using WEDM technique [9446-257] |
| 9446 4I | Portable and modularized fluorometer based on optical fiber [9446-261] |
| 9446 4J | A displacement measuring system based on grating double diffraction [9446-262] |
| 9446 4K | Simulation research on ATP system of airborne laser communication [9446-263] |
| 9446 4L | Modeling and simulation of continuous wave velocity radar based on third-order DPLL [9446-264] |
| 9446 4M | Recent advances in absolute distance measurements using femtosecond light pulses (Invited Paper) [9446-266] |
| 9446 4N | Absolute distance measurement using frequency-comb-referenced four-wavelength interferometry [9446-267] |
| 9446 4O | Communication design for multi-boards based on VME bus [9446-268] |
| 9446 4P | Parameter estimation of an air-bearing suspended test table [9446-269] |
| 9446 4Q | Four-wheel alignment based on computer vision [9446-271] |
| 9446 4R | Measurement of duration of AC transient signal waveform using Hilbert transform and least square method [9446-272] |
| 9446 4S | Detection of sub-pixel chessboard corners based on gray symmetry factor [9446-276] |
| 9446 4T | Research on dual-wavelength photometric method for micro liquid volume measurement [9446-282] |
| 9446 4U | An improved PSO algorithm and its application on model identification of coarse-stage in lithography machine [9446-283] |
| 9446 4V | A novel method for measuring transit tilt error in laser trackers [9446-284] |
| 9446 4W | Research on PID controller with input shaping algorithm for linear motor [9446-286] |
| 9446 4X | Passive protective strategy for ultra-precision dual-stage [9446-287] |
| 9446 4Y | Cogging force rejection method of linear motor based on internal model principle [9446-288] |
Multi-view 3D measurement data registration based on encoding point spatial location and match [9446-289]

Real time measurement for deformation of large expansion frame based on retro-reflective technique and vision method [9446-291]

Measurement of manufacturing resolution for two photon polymerization structures with different manufacturing parameters [9446-292]

Calibration of positional consistency between mechanical shaft and electronic boresight for radar antenna [9446-296]

A new wideband interference suppression method for GNSS system [9446-300]

Influence of measuring algorithm on shape accuracy in the compensating turning of high gradient thin-wall parts [9446-302]

The precision measurement and assembly for miniature parts based on double machine vision systems (Invited Paper) [9446-303]

Detection of wheel rim by immersion scan of phased array ultrasonic flaw testing [9446-304]

Experimental study on imaging spectrometer focusing formula in orbit [9446-306]

Stiffness modeling of flexible suspension structure for displacement measurement probing sensors [9446-307]

Research and development of novel wireless digital capacitive displacement sensor [9446-310]

A novel active suppression technology against thermal drift for ultra-precision spherical capacitive sensors [9446-311]